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Barriers to Speculative ILP

♠ Speedup - extent of ILP not following Moore’s law
 profligate use of gates on unscalable support structures with most

speedup coming from clock speed

♠ Power dissipation - high clock rates mean greater power density
 speculation does not lend itself to power scavanging

♠ Memory wall - high clock rates exacerbate the memory wall problem
 locality management and latency tolerance give solutions

♠ Scalability - concurrency is a better solution to obatain performance
 issues are programmability and area and power scaling with issue

width

♠ Concurrency management - is inherently difficult
 move from implicit concurrency with eager execution policies to

explicit concurrency with conservative execution policies
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An alternative - code fragmentation

♠ provides latency tolerance - proportional to register file size
♠ enables scalable multi-core chips - distributed support for

concurrency (register file & instruction issue)
♠ is programmable with legacy sequential code - recompile once!
♠ hardware scheduling provides mechanisms for power-aware &

low-power operation
♠ can provide a radical approach to distributed system management

 allocate processors to threads dynamically rather than
threads to processors - creates local and transient state
minimising data transfer on chip

 manage I/O from user contexts using code fragments

Managing concurrency with code fragments…Managing concurrency with code fragments…
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The microthreaded model
♠ Microthreading is incremental - a union of  any ISA with ISA-µt

 ISA-µt = {Create, Switch, Kill, Bsync, Break}
 add 5 instructions + thread control block (TCB) for Create

♠ Concurrency is captured in the binary code explicitly
 Sets capture basic-block concurrency using multiple pointers

to code fragments

 Iterators capture loop concurrency parametrically sharing code
by means of microcontexts

 An iterator over a set defines a family of microthreads

♠ Fragment scheduling
 Fragments are single entry but can have multiple exits

 Fragments are explicitly interleaved on a single processor

 Using the same binary code - n iterations can be executed on
up to n processors - the code is schedule invariant!

Microthreads or µ-threads are code fragments
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Microthreading - an illustration

For i = 1, n
   ---
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   ---
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Semantics and constraints
♠ Out-of-order execution of sequential code by compile-time

fragmentation - fragments may execute in any order subject to
dataflow constraints

♠ Within a fragment instructions are issued & complete in-order
 a context switch suspends a fragment when operands have non-

deterministic delay - the dependent instruction is always issued

 long deterministic delays can also context switch rather than
using static schedules

♠ Any dependent instruction stores a reference to the suspended
thread in either of its operand registers if empty
 registers provide fine grain local synchronisation and are used to

reschedule the suspended fragment when data is produced

The registers are a form of distributed instruction window
which scheduling whole code fragments
The registers are a form of distributed instruction window
which scheduling whole code fragments
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Microcontexts vs Register renaming

♠ Speculative ILP uses register renaming to expose concurrency
in conjunction with a large centralised register file
 storage for remapping variables as well to maintain sequentially

consistent state is required

♠ Fragmentation uses microcontexts to expose concurrency with a
distributed register file and a deterministic distribution of data
 logic is required to allocate microcontexts to code fragments

 microcontexts provides identifiable state for different iterations

 the microcontext location is stored with the run state and PC of
each code fragment

 microcontexts are transient - this state collapses when a loop
implemented as a family of microthreads terminates leaving the
state defined by the the base ISA (e.g. 32 registers)
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Data model - shared registers

♠ The register file is distributed & scalable (5 ports/processor)
♠ Registers implement i-structures

 Each is allocated empty and suspends one or more+

fragments on attempting to read the empty register

 two types of continuation suspend in an empty register

♣ a reference to one or more local code fragments
♣ a request for remote data to maintain microcontext coherency

 On write a register becomes full and acts like a
conventional register

♣ the compiler can reset and reuse registers in a microcontext

+ previous work was restricted to a single continuation+ previous work was restricted to a single continuation
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Data model - shared memory
♠ Memory is shared but uses bulk synchronisation
♠ Bsync implement a barrier synchronisation

 Bsync is used between dependent families of threads (loops)

 Two iterations in the same family of microthreads can never read
after write to the same location in memory

ILP concurrency is static &
mapped to a single processor
with arbitrary communication

ILP concurrency is static &
mapped to a single processor
with arbitrary communication

Create

Local
synchs

Create

…

Loop concurrency is dynamic and parametric &
mapped onto multiple processors

there are restrictions on communication

Loop concurrency is dynamic and parametric &
mapped onto multiple processors

there are restrictions on communication

Barrier
sync
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Compilation - tri-diagonal elimination

DO 5 i = 2,m

5 X(i)= Z(i) * (Y(i) - X(i-1))

Delegated to schedulers

Thread p

Thread q

load Y[i] load Z[i]

Sub Mul

Store C[i]

Incr. i

p: Lw y Y(i)

Sub t y d*

Kill 2

q: Lw z Z(i)

Mul d t z

Swch 2

Sw d X(i)

Kill 0

Loop carried
dependency using

shared microcontexts

.data
loop: .word 2 # 2 threads

.word 1 # dependency

.word 1 # start

.word n # limit

.word 1 # step

.word p # pointer 1

.word q # pointer 2

main: Cre loop
Bsync
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ISA-µt gives more info to h/w

♠ ISA-µt provides more information to the schedulers to
make execution efficient
 specifies guaranteed static schedules (in-order execution)

 specifies parametric concurrency

 identifies non-deterministic timing

 gives a partitioning of communication (see papers)

 has deterministic data partitioning (iteration distribution)

♠ Allows conservative execution strategies
 only execute instructions when data is available - no speculation

 schedulers provide signals to stop clocks and power down
processors when inactive - no work to do … no power dissipated!
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Self-adaptivity from compiled code

♠ Concurrency is parametric but dynamic - parameters can be written
to the Create control block by compiled code
 e.g. can dynamically set loop bounds or determine if a loop is

independent - and hence set an appropriate profile

♠ Compiled µ-threaded code can self-adapt by dynamically chosing a
profile to optimise:
 Power - a complex implementation dependent trade-off

 Performance - by using more processors
 Latency tolerance - by maximising the number of microthreads/processor
 Reliability - by using multiple profiles

♠ This is achieved at granularity of loops and provides orders of
magnitude trade-off in performance and power dissipated
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Some recent results

♠ Cycle-accurate CMP simulator ISA-Alpha + ISA-µt
♠ The same binary was executed  on profiles  of 1 to 2048 processors

 64K iterations of the livermore hydro fragment with cold caches

Memory Size 4 MB
Local Registers / Processor 1024
LCQ Size / Processor 512

System parameters

Line Size 32
Associativity 8
No Of Sets 8
Buffer Size 2

Line Size 64
Associativity 8
No Of Sets 128
Buffer Size 512

2K I-cache 64K D-cache
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Scalable performance
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Ideal speedup

Speedup of µ-threaded code is linear
over 2.5 orders of magnitude to
within 2%

Speedup is super-linear with respect
to non-threaded code as  ~20%
fewer instructions are executed to
complete the computation

Max IPC = 1612 on 2048 processors
~80% of theoretical maximum
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D-cache is not required

♠ The D-cache is a sizable part of the processor
 but the processor is latency tolerant

♠ The same code was simulated using a residual cache
 1KBytes of direct mapped (register file size is 8Kbytes!)

♠ As expected the cache hit rate was significantly lower
♠ The speedup however was within plus or minus 1%
♠ Highest speedup - 2048 processors + 1KByte cache
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Energy - scaled performance
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Energy of computation is constant to
within 2% over 2.5 orders of
magnitude

Assumes fine-grain control of clock
(dynamic dissipation) and coarse
grain control of power rails (static
dissipation)
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Energy - constant performance

♠ For constant performance there is an almost linear
reduction in frequency required vs concurrency

♠ Dynamic energy disipated breaks even
 n processors using 1/n th of the power at 1/n th of the

frequency for the same period of time

♠ Scaling voltage with frequency a power scaling of ~ 1/n2

can be obtained over a range of voltages
♠ Perhaps counter-intuitively we can use more processors to

reduce power dissipation provided we have scalability!
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Caveats to results

♠ This is a single independent code kernel
♠ We need a µ-threaded compiler to evaluate complete

applications for speedup and power
 code not in loops can not exploit physical concurrency

 dependent loops can but speedup saturates

♠ The memory model in the simulations is non blocking
 it is pipelined with an 8-cycle start up for first word and 2-

cycles per word to complete a cache line transfer

 However only 3% of memory accesses cause a request to
memory

♠ We may use a DDM model of on-chip shared memory
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Pipeline is simple - area is low!

4/5 stage pipeline with no D-cache

Instr
fetch
Instr
fetch

Two instructions fetched
1. ISA executed
2. ISA-µt controls IF

Register read
reschedule/decode

Register read
reschedule/decode

1 cycle
ALU

1 cycle
ALU

1 or 2 cycles

Write
back

Write
back

bypass

reschedule Shared memoryShared memory ……

FPU
possibly shared

FPU
possibly shared ……

decoupled
register port
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CMP design

♠ Many possible architectures
♠ Ring network required for

shared-register coherency
and broadcast

♠ Ring must be configurable to
support multiple contexts

♠ Chip tile should include
 Segment of ring

 A number of processors

 A node of shared memory

 External I/O

Part of configuration control & NoC

Shared memoryI/O Proc

Memory controller

Ring-
connected
Processor

Ring-
connected
Processor

Ring-
connected
Processor

Ring-
connected
Processor

…
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System environment

♠ Adaptivity requires information on instantaneous system state
and goals
 processors available - application constraints e.g. real-time

 environmental factors e.g. chip temperature - battery power

♠ Need models and protocols to provide these goals and
constraints to the compiled user code
 these need to be dynamic models

 user code queries these models using standard system
protocols and adapts accordingly

 run user code on bare processors!
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Application & SE
are typed networks of

components
SE

Systems
environment

Pool P Pool P Pool P

Pool P Pool P Pool P

Pool P Pool P Pool P

...

Reconfigurable
broadcast and
dependency ring
networks

IO PIO P

Data
Diffusion
Memory

...
Data

Diffusion
Memory

UC P UC P UC P SE P SEP
Database

System-level
Network on Chip

Application

Component-level
scheduling

Instruction-level
scheduling

by allocating
profiles to families
of microthreads

Microgrid
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Conclusions

♠ Work in progress but it is very promising
♠ We have shown scalability in implementation

 Paper to follow on support structures for the model

♠ We have shown scalability in performance
 Over small kernels

♠ We just received notification of a grant to develop
a compiler for the model
 Much more work to do!


